
In the world not facing the inconvenient truths,
their life expectancy is less than 20 years?!!. 2013/6/7.
Already,worsened climate collapse had become evident enough for all,while Covid & Ukraine
had strongly disturbed those,however we could not evade once again facing imminent coming
hell.Are you sure you can stay the way you are?(business as usual or as EMERGENCY?).
If employing more risky method to cool the earth,it can not be too late !!
You can ask the righteous AI with full knowledge on the climate fact !!!!!!!!

[ ]:The Desperate.
⑴Arctic sea ice to disappear in 1930s,
Melting Accelerates, International Research Team Analysis
https://www.nnn.co.jp/articles/-/60533
Arctic summer sea ice could disappear as early as 2035
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/arctic-summer-sea-ice-could-be-gone-by-2035

⑵Arctic Heat Up Mechanism<in the near end,methane is to cause climate hell>.
Arctic Heat Up→sea water warm→ice area retreat→warmer toward methane eruption→
strong green house effect→more Arctic heat up→sudden massive eruption→Fire Storm Earth.

⑶Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
⑷The Arctic Desperate: *GHG=green house effect gas the heat trapping ones.
Methane(CH4)is strong GHG causing rapid global temperature rise and easily flammable.
In Arctic ocean sea floor,there are massive frozen methane(100–9000 GtC).which is to erupt
by sea water warming due to ice area retreat by recent years global warming.Now ice retreat
had become irreversible.Because,ice retreat enhance more solar heat input to ocean
mouth,which turn to warm sea water to cause more ice retreat.Now this process could not
be stopped by natural.Massive gas eruption is to cause fire storm earth at last(toward global
extermination).This is foretold both by the Bible(Revelation) and the Nordic Myth.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/global-extinction-within-one-human.html

[ ]:The HOPE.
⑴The Arctic HOPE :
Though there is salvation possibility of Arctic Cooling Technology.Certainly it is outrageous
scale technology covering wide area .However it’s not that they had proved it impossible.
Then you must notice why they do not disclose such importance and debate in global
public ?!!!. Above all,it is supreme fatal problem of do or die for all !!.

http://www.realclimate.org/
All about the ominous story is the picture !.

However note sun is always beyond clouds.

Making Clouds could Save the World !!!

https://www.nnn.co.jp/articles/-/60533
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/arctic-summer-sea-ice-could-be-gone-by-2035
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
https://aslopubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/lno.10307
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/global-extinction-within-one-human.html
http://www.realclimate.org/


⑵Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can! 2015/03/06
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze,
produced from sulphur dioxide, SO2,could provide significant cooling of the Arctic for
modest expenditure of the order of a few billion dollars per year.This type of cooling could be
replaced by cloud brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets when the technology is
ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.
＊red characters are by author
Note World military budget＝1.7Ｔ＄/ｙ,World Oil spending＝26Ｔ＄/ｙ !!
⑶Global Effects of Mount Pinatubo<from view of Cloud Making Machine>
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/1510/global-effects-of-mount-pinatubo
Consequently, over the next 15 months, scientists measured a drop in the average global
temperature of about 1F(0.6 degrees C).
⑷How Artificially brightened cloud could stop climate change
https://metuhmacdonblog.com/2019/03/13/how-artificially-brightened-cloud-could-stop-clim
ate-change/
Salter calculates that a fleet of 300 of his autonomous ships could reduce global
temperatures by 1.5C.

⑸Blocking Nares Strait Gate to Intercept Methane Catastrophe
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
Another Drastic Method to Cool Arctic by Shutting Nares Strait Ocean Current.
This method needs Big Gate Building Engineering,however the effect would be drastic to
realize rapid Arctic Cooling to intercept the imminent deadly risk of Methane Catastrophe.
The engineering is building gate about(20km width with depth 150~300m).This is certainly
unprecedented outrageous engineering,but may be possible by global ability and fund.
It is doubling effect of stopping heat input into Arctic ocean now with annual heat debt
causing warmer Arctic by +4W/m2 to cool by-10W/m2 the annual debt repayment.
The last 10years heat debt can be repayed by 4 years short toward Arctic stabilizing.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
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APPENDIX-1;Hitler's Prophecy: The Future Image of 2039
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#01
"..." The two poles "are increasingly advancing. Since 1989, human beings are increasingly
divided into very few new types of rule and a large number of new types of ruled. It is He
who manipulates and obeys all, and the other who are manipulated and obeys everything
without knowing it.
And that's not all that goes. As humans do so, cataclysmic changes occur in both the earth
and the universe. From 1989 onwards, an unprecedented catastrophe (great catastrophe)
approaches humanity from space.
When I was young, I wrote in "My struggle" that human beings will be revenge from Nature.
That is the situation since 1989. The universe gives revenge to humanity because humans
become arrogant and commit the nature of the universe. And it brings mankind into the
unimaginable ultimate state. 150 years after I was born, the ultimate coming to the 21st
century. Even the inspiring and clear sight of myself is the unbelievable ultimate.

"... (at the end of the twentieth century) even if the superficial is a world of democracy or
socialism, the real will be ruled by Nazism. In both democratic and socialist countries,
they use our weapons of Nazis to compete and kill each other.
The society, as I wish, is divided into a strong ruler and a large ruled people,
It is also a period of catastrophe,
humanity is absurd to be revenged from nature, climate is divided into two, intense heat
and intense cold, fire and ice, floods and droughts are alternately attacking in the Earth.

Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing is done
in time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jocelyn Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm


APPENDIX-2:
Making Global Unite toward urgent Establishing Climate Wartime Regime.
Turn the Business as usual to as Emergency by a global Fact Recognition.
Rapidly Ask the AI with full knowledge on climate fact !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(A):Emergent Arctic Cooling Engineering to STOP Methane Catastrophe.

Arctic ocean sea floor warming would cause massive methane eruption toward
rapid warming and following global methane fire storm causing fireball earth hell.

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

(B):Time for Plan B:Cutting Carbon Emissions 80 Percent by 2020 ,Lester R. Brown
http://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
Cut Carbon Emissions 80% by 2020
https://sites.google.com/site/cutcarbonemissions80by2020/home
The accelerating, worsening climate disruption and climate emergency means that we must now
aim to cut carbon emissions (carbon dioxide, CO2, and methane, CH4) 80% by 2020.
2 Degrees of Warming a Recipe for Disaster, NASA Scientist Says
https://www.livescience.com/17340-agu-climate-sensitivity-nasa-hansen.html
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf
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